Dear Editor: Thank you for publishing my “letter to the editor.” I’ve kept it short
(200 words) by posting more detailed white papers in the library at my website.

Obamacare – It’s a Train Wreck!
Door’s the only northeast Wisconsin county to reelect Obama, thereby making
Obamacare the “law of our land.” It’s therefore fitting, we give Door Democrats credit for
Obamacare, its double digit premium increases, skyrocketing deductibles, and
government’ subsidies demanded by union leaders. Thankfully, many are abandoning
Obama and joining efforts to stop the implosion of our healthcare and insurance
industries. Now if we can get Tammy Baldwin to support Ron Johnson’s bill that’ll allow
us to keep our policies and doctors, life will be good. Let’s also thank Scott Walker for
not setting up a Wisconsin’ exchange.
I don’t advocate abandoning your political party; but rather abandoning a failed
administration that requires us to purchase healthcare that violates our conscience and
bankrupts our country. However, if you want to join local Republicans, send $15 to PO
Box 94, Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235. At least, start listening to FOX as well as our main
street media. Let’s all strive to be better informed, less impressed by campaign rhetoric,
and more in tune to what’s needed to regain our independence. If you’re wondering
what to do about Obamacare, I’ve posted some ideas under “Guarding the Door” at
www.RMLearningCenter.com.

Conclusion: Only under a Socialist, Communist, or Fascist form of government
are citizens required to purchase only health insurance that’s approved by their Federal
government. Only under a Monarchy can the Head of State do a photo op at a
homeless shelter than jet off on another $425,000 family vacation listing daughters as
“staff-members to justify their expenses. It’s time for even the staunchest supporter of
the Obama regime to come to their senses. It’s time they keep current by listening to
both the main-street media and FOX, as well as receive regular updates from “Judicial
Watch” at: http://www.judicialwatch.org/press-room The above came from archived
release dated October 4, 2011. Note the increased number of law suits as doctors
attempt to “bite the bullet.”
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